Researchers' signs point to home from the French-Italian Concordia base in Antarctica. The use of photography in science during the nineteenth century is traced in a new exhibition at the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art, running until 4 January 2009. Brought to Light showcases scientific photographs that reveal phenomena invisible to the unaided eye, from early X-rays of the body's skeleton to fields of electricity.
Scientists first considered photography as little more than a quicker way of recording the world than drawing, but soon realized that it could be used to gain access to aspects of the world that had previously been off limits. Early photographs of the Moon, the surface of the Sun, and of distant nebulae and their spectra changed astronomers' understanding of our Universe. Popular photographs of microscopic objects, such as crystals and insects, revealed new complexity in the everyday world. Indeed, in 1877, astronomer Pierre Jules César Janssen declared that the photographic plate was the "true retina of the scientist". Photography evolved rapidly with the new sciences. An X-ray image that Wilhelm Conrad Röntgen took of his wife's hand in 1895, for instance, was widely reproduced by others who were fascinated by the ability to see inside the human body. As exhibit curator Corey Keller writes in the catalogue, "Today we are hardly shocked by the sight of our own bones, but we can glean from the remarkable public response just how extraordinary these pictures were when they first appeared, simultaneously suggesting an assault on privacy and conjuring the specter of death."
Keller argues that, by showing there was more going on in the world than was apparent to the unaided eye, scientific photographs inspired a fundamental shift away from faith in the human observer to faith in the authority of technology. And by the end of the nineteenth century, the heyday of the 'educated amateur' had ended. Scientists were becoming the specialized practitioners they are today, using powerful, expensive and complicated tools to explore realities that remain invisible to most.
By revealing the hidden forces at work in nature, the pictures collected in this exhibit have much in common with iconic modern images, such as the views of galaxies in the distant Universe captured by the Hubble Space Telescope. In that way, the exhibit does not just illuminate the past -it also gives a glimpse of the future. 
